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Welcome 
 

Welcome to the Pickens High School Color Guard. Color Guard members are members 
of the Pickens High School Band and will abide by their rules, policies and regulations.  We shall 
also follow all policies set forth by Pickens High School and the School District of Pickens County.   
If you have questions concerning the Pickens High School Band, please consult the band 
handbook.  This book is provided to further clarify the expectations, rules, and guidelines for the 
members of the Pickens Guard.  In the event that there is a discrepancy between either the 
Pickens High School Band Handbook or the Pickens High School Color Guard Handbook, the 
clarification will be solely upon the discretion and decisions of the Band Director, Mr. Chaz 
Paxton.  

 

Our Purpose 
 

I.  To provide effective experience, training, and growth in basic visual performance, dance, 
music, theatre, art, and emotion through practice and performance. 

II.  To foster the growth of good citizenship and life-skills such as teamwork, loyalty, 
dependability, and pride through discipline and organization. 

III.  To display these qualities by representing the school and community through participation in 
marching events, concerts, festivals, and other performances. 

IV.  To maintain and expand the traditions and high standards of excellence enjoyed by this 
organization. 

V.  To bring artistry, understanding, and respect to music and dance and to school visual 
programs through performances, and through support of other groups pursuing the same 
goal. 

VI.  To provide students with an opportunity for enjoyment and the development of lasting 
friendships through these endeavors. 

 

Purpose of Handbook  
 

It is the purpose of this handbook to provide each student member and his/her parents 
with complete and specific information covering all aspects of membership. This is intended as a 
guide for understanding the expectations, requirements, procedures, duties, responsibilities, 
privileges, etc. of a member of the Pickens High School Band. The handbook is intended to help 
each member to derive the most from his/her membership, using this as a guide to enable him to 
give his/her very best to the group.  This handbook should help both parents and students avoid 
various states of confusion during the season.  In the many hours we spend practicing and 
performing, there will be hundreds of questions.  Please read this handbook thoroughly.  Any 
section where information is incomplete, unclear, or not specific; the Director shall be solely 
responsible for interpretation. 
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Our Principles 
 

Respect 
I. Respect Yourself 

a. What do you need? 
b. What do you want? 
c. How do you choose to present yourself? 

II. Respect Others 
a. Your Teammates 
b. The Staff 
c. The Band Boosters and Chaperones 
d. People in general 

III. Respect Your Craft 
a. Strive to be great at what you do, whatever that may be 
b. Be on time 
c. Don’t miss rehearsals 
d. Always have what you need, when you need it. 

 
Expect respect in return – the best way to earn respect is to give it! 

 

Quality 

 Whatever we do, we must constantly strive to achieve the highest quality of team and 
individual performance, rehearsal, and communication.  It’s very simple.  ALWAYS GIVE IT 
YOUR BEST SHOT. 
 

Responsibility 

We all take ownership of this project and must care for it.  Keep track of your things.  
Keep track of your progress.  Keep track of the team.  The bottom line is that YOU are 
responsible.  Don’t expect others to get it done.  The more you invest, the more you will receive in 
return.  There will be detailed job descriptions for everyone, and anything not covered by those 
descriptions will be the responsibility of anyone and everyone. 
 

Take the initiative to make positive things happen for yourself and the team! 
 

 If we allow respect, quality, and responsibility to guide us in our decisions, we should find 
it easy to achieve our goals.  We must maintain strong roots.  It is very important that we remind 
ourselves what they are and how they apply.  It is also important that during your time as a part of 
this organization that your grades, family, and personal life remain important.  You will spend an 
amazing amount of time with the band and guard and less time doing other things, but if you learn 
to manage your time correctly the amount of care you give to those other things will remain at a 
high level. 
 As you would expect, being a member of the Pickens High School Color Guard is not 
easy; physically, emotionally, or mentally.  However, we think you will find that the benefits are 
worth the journey.  We will laugh together, cry together, be frustrated together, fail together, and 
most definitely succeed together.  TOGETHER, we will be a great team!  With all these things in 
mind, let the season begin. 
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Defining the parts of the Color Guard 
 

The Pickens High School Color Guard is a year-round program that offers all participants 
experience, training, and growth in basic visual performance, dance, music, theatre, art, and 
emotion through practice and performance.  The divisions are merely unique breakdowns of a 
totality in opportunity.   
 

Color Guard 
 The most seen edition of the Visual Ensembles is the Color Guard.  They perform as a 
part of the marching band at local events, football games, and competitions.  The marching band 
competes on a state and regional level.  Rehearsals then begin near the end of the school year 
and continue through the summer and fall.  Competitions for the marching band typically begin in 
mid September and end in late October to early November.  The marching band also performs in 
local and national events year round.  Members of the color guard attend all practices and 
performances outlined in the calendar as “MB” or marching band.   
 

Winter Guard 
 The winter guard is the most competitive and well traveled edition of the Color Guard.  
The members of the winter guard are selected from the color guard during an audition in early to 
mid November. The winter guards will be created and maintained, as student participation 
requires.  This may or may not include a Varsity Winter Guard, Junior Varsity Winter Guard, and 
a Middle School Winter Guard.  The winter guards rehearse from November to April and compete 
on a regional level.  Competitions begin in late January and conclude in April with championships.  
Competitions for the winter guard may typically include WGI Regionals, the SCBDA State 
Championships, Various regional competitions, and the CIPA Championships 

The winter guards are members of Winter Guard International (a nonprofit organization 
that educates, evaluates, and tracks the progress of competitive units in preparation for national 
and world level competitions) and the Carolina Indoor Performance Association (The local circuit 
that includes units from South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee, and Georgia.)  By 
being a member of these local and national organizations, we must abide by their rules.  Among 
those rules is a limit on membership (no more than 30 students per ensemble), and following a 
specific competition schedule for education, monitoring, and promotional purposes.  The winter 
guard may also perform at selected home basketball games and local events during the winter 
season. 
 

Dance 
 All Color Guard members are encouraged to take part in an outside dance class. Dance 
class is crucial to the development of all members. 
 

Weapons Line 
 Weapons Line Members are regular members of the color guard or winter guard.  

 Weapons Line Members are responsible for the replacement of that weapon if it is lost, 
stolen, or broken.  Rifles and sabers are property of the school and are the responsibility of 
the student if it is lost or stolen.  

 New Weapons Line Members are required to attend a specified number of summer training 
rehearsals for weapons during the summer in order to be considered for weapons line status.   

 All students using a weapon and attending rehearsal will not be guaranteed spots for the 
weapons line.  The weapons line is limited to those show exceptional talent and ability.   
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Membership 
 

Eligibility 

Students of Pickens High School, grades nine through twelve, who are selected by our 
conditioning and auditioning process.   There may be a select number of middle school spots 
open each year as well. However, all students must condition and audition in the spring for each 
coming school year.  Students who have previously quit, or have been removed from the color 
guard in the middle of the color guard year (beginning after the audition results have been posted 
to the last winter guard competition) are not eligible to be members of the color guard again in the 
future.   

 

Qualifications 

Students must pass an audition each spring in order to be a part of the Visual Ensemble.  
Winter Guard membership will be selected from the color guard during an audition in November 
or by an open audition at the discretion of the color guard staff.  All students must complete the 
required teacher recommendations, and a check of the student’s past disciplinary records will be 
done each year. 

 

Physical Requirements 
 Members of the color guard will be conditioned to handle the amount of strength and 
stamina required to perform.  However, prior to entering the ensemble students must be in good 
physical condition.  Students must be physically able to carry props, equipment, and/or 
implements weighing up to 20 lbs. while moving quickly and/or dancing.  Students must be able 
to run a minimum of 1 mile.  Students must also be able to dance and/or march for up to one hour 
between breaks.  Students should also be able to sit and/or stand for up to one hour at a time, 
between breaks.  Students may be asked to perform lifts and/or gymnastic movements once 
proper training has been provided.   
 Building muscle can be strenuous.  You will definitely experience minor discomfort at 
times.  You may even feel slight pain.  Be sure to use your best judgment.  This is a very physical 
activity and you need to learn to push beyond the pain and fatigue, but never to the point of injury.  
We will work in the heat.  We will stretch out and build our muscles.  We will do cardio-vascular 
conditioning.  We will run, dance, jump, spin, and toss.  Sore muscles, bruises, and minor 
scrapes are all part of it.  Occasionally students may sprain wrists or ankles.  Learn to push 
yourself!  On the other hand, if you truly are sick or injured, don’t continue to hurt yourself to 
satisfy someone else.  We ask that you be HONEST.  Always give your body the rest it deserves. 

If a student has weakness in the joints such as knees, ankles or wrists we strongly advise 
that your student purchase and wear a flexible brace at ALL rehearsals.  Please be advised, the 
instructional staff are teachers, not doctors or physical therapists.  We cannot provide anything 
other than immediate first aide to your child.    The Band and Color Guard staff, the Band 
Boosters, the school, and the district are not liable or responsible for injuries sustained during 
rehearsals and/or performances.  Accidents can happen at anytime, and we will do our best to 
prevent any injuries. 
 

Physical Fitness and Eating Habits 
 Rehearsals and performances are very demanding physically, and dance costumes are 
not very forgiving in terms of appearance.  Therefore, it is imperative that members take care of 
their bodies.  You must eat well, drink plenty of water, and stay in shape.  Regular exercise, 
especially during time off is a necessity.  Parents are asked to support their child in maintaining 
healthy eating habits and an attractive appearance.  Please take the necessary steps to make 
sure your child has had the appropriate meals prior to band camp rehearsals, after school 
rehearsals, evening football games or competitions. Your student may find it helpful to eat a small 
snack of fruit or crackers and juice prior to rehearsals.  Sports drinks are always a good idea!  
Please report any eating disorders to the school nurse or guidance counselors.  
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Academic Requirements 

It is each student’s personal responsibility to make sure that he/she is eligible for 
participation in events and field trips by maintaining passing grades. Failing grades jeopardize a 
student’s participation in all after school programs. Please check with the Director if you have 
questions concerning grades.  If your attitude or behavior in an academic setting reflects 
negatively on the color guard, you should expect to be held responsible for your behavior at 
rehearsal.  This may include extra push-ups or extra lap running.   

 

Visual Ensemble Rules, Etiquette, Guidelines, and Agreements 
 

Basic Rules 

 All rules stated in the Pickens High School Band Handbook are in effect at all times. 

 All rules of Pickens High School and the School District of Pickens County, whether the 
team is on or off campus, are in effect. 

 No soft drinks during rehearsals or breaks. 

 No food, gum, or candy is to be consumed while students are in rehearsal.  Save your 
snacks, water, or sports drinks for break.  No food, drink or gum is allowed in the band 
room, guardroom, or on the field. 

 A student, who fails to complete the season for any reason, is still responsible for any 
fees and/or costs subjected onto the band program from that student’s dismissal from the 
program.  This may include the cost of a uniform purchase for that student’s wear by the 
band. 

 Absolutely no rings, watches, large earrings, or bracelets.  We don’t want to risk 
destroying your valuables. 

 Dress appropriately for rehearsals.  

 Fingernails must be kept short to avoid injury. 

 You must wear gloves at all rehearsals. This is for your safety!   

 Have extra deodorant with you at all times! 

 Inspection will be made prior to all public appearances. 

 There will be no public displays of affection while in your uniform(s).  This means no PDA 
before practice, after practice, during practice, on the bus, in uniform, out of uniform, on 
trips, etc. 

 No video cameras will be allowed on trips, buses, etc. 

 There will be no drinking or smoking of any kind. 

 Cell phones are to be turned off or on silent/vibrate at practice. 

 When the director or drum major takes the podium, all talking will stop. If you have a 
question, raise your hand. Student leaders will assist in enforcing this rule. 

 Absolutely no horseplay or roughhousing is permitted. 

 Band & Guard members are to play only assigned instruments. 

 Guard equipment must be properly stored. 

 No personal items may be left in the band room, guardroom, or on the field. You have a 
locker...USE IT!  

 No student may leave the room or field without permission. 

 No one is to enter the office of the director(s), the band library, or uniform storage areas 
without the permission of the directors. 

 Do not spin or talk loudly in the halls. 

 It is the responsibility of each member to keep all areas clean. 
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Etiquette - Rehearsals and any time the team is in Uniform or in Public 

 Walk with hands clasped behind your back. 

 Stand in fifth position with hands clasped behind your back, or equipment in stand-by 
position when listening to instructions. 

 Sit in “drill team” when seated. 

 A “Thank You” is necessary after every correction, along with a “yes ma’am/ yes sir.”  Do 
not make excuses or talk back. 

 Talking is unacceptable unless granted permission.  No talking is allowed when walking 
formally anywhere. Raise your hand for permission to speak. 

 Never correct someone who has been on the team longer or the same amount of years, 
unless you are a captain. 

 Early is to be on time, and on time is late! 

 During the inspection process, there is to be no laughing, cutting eyes, moving, or talking.  
If an item is not present, the consequence will be in effect immediately. 

 Any guest instructor who is brought in knows their stuff.  Respond politely, and do not ask 
questions. 

 Yawning, rolling eyes, slouching, hands not behind back, and biting nails are 
unacceptable and disrespectful. 

 Running back to your spot is EXPECTED. 

 The honor system includes you.  If you mess up, push up! 

 No Jewelry when in uniform.  One pair of stud earrings only! 

 Place band-aids over piercings and/or tattoos on your body.  Hair is to be up and our of 
your face at all times. Buns work extremely well for rehearsals.  

 If a member is present without his equipment, he will still be expected fully participate in 
class or rehearsals. 

 Stretching and conditioning will begin prior to rehearsal.  Be on time.  Be prepared. 

Guidelines 

 Come prepared to work hard without distractions.  We intend to instill a healthy work 
ethic.  Time is limited and all rehearsals are valuable.  EVERY practice is preparation for 
performance. 

 Students who display negative behavior of any kind may be asked to leave rehearsal.  
Upon this said action, a student’s membership in the guard will fall under question.  It will 
be the discretion of the directors whether or not this student may continue participating in 
color guard or winter guard. 

 The band room, guard room, band field, gym, cafeteria, commons, or any other area 
used for practice or storage of equipment, uniforms, and/or props is to remain clean. 

 We shall leave all places better than we found them. 

 If you create “scuff marks”, you must remove them. 

 When rehearsal is over, EVERYONE wants to go home.  It’s inconvenient for everyone 
involved when your ride shows up late.  Don’t wait until the end of rehearsal to call for a 
ride.  Your ride should be notified IN ADVANCE of when rehearsals end. 

 Come to each rehearsal with a healthy attitude.  A willingness to try new things is a more 
admirable approach than the ability to do work without difficulty but with a poor attitude. 
Essentially, be open to new ideas. 

 Rehearsals that begin on time will end on time. 

 Take care of yourself.  Eat and rest well.  Please supply your own water and or snack for 
your breaks. 
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Agreements 

As a member of the Pickens High School Band, students shall: 

 Attend all events required of me. 

 Be at least 30 minutes early to all call times. 

 Be respectful of all teachers, instructors, staff, and students that I may come in contact 
with while being a member of the band program. 

 Practice on my own time, outside of rehearsal to become a better spinner, dancer, and 
performer. 

 Always remain with the band/guard on all trips. 

 Always notify the instructor in writing of an absence at least 24 hours in advance.  I 
understand that my notification must be signed by my parent/guardian.  Unexpected 
absences will require a doctor’s excuse. 

 I will schedule all appointments (doctor, dentist, etc.) on days that I don’t have practice.  I 
understand that scheduled appointments are not excused absences. 

 I will take care of all equipment, uniforms, etc. issued to me by the Pickens High School 
Band. 

 
 

As a member of the Pickens High School Color Guard, students understand: 

 All the rules, regulations, procedures, and conditions listed above and on the previous 
pages. 

 I will be considered late if I am not ready when stretch begins. 

 If I separate from the guard or band on any trip, ball game, etc. without permission, I am 
subjected to the consequences for my irresponsible behavior. 

 I am not allowed an absence without an excuse and prior notification. 

 I understand that verbal excuses, weather made by a student or parent, will always be 
unexcused. 

 I may be removed from one or more sections of the show at any time, should the staff 
feel that my behavior and/or performance deem it necessary. 

 My dismissal from the Pickens Band Program does not excuse me from my financial 
obligation to reimburse the band program for any money spent on me during my 
membership.    

 
Understand that the following consequences may be enforced, should inappropriate behavior call 
for it: 

 Extra Push-ups 

 Extra Lap Running 

 Alternate Status 

 Dismissal from a performance 

 Dismissal from the visual ensembles 

 Tardiness will result in 1 lap for each minute late.   

 If students are inappropriately dressed for rehearsal, their daily grade for that day will be 
lowered by one half.   

 
 Students are reminded that their conduct should be in accordance with organization and 
school rules and with board policies at all times. Failure to comply may subject the student to 
severe punishment by the district office, school administration, band directors, or all of the 
preceding. Severe violations may warrant school suspension, expulsion, or dismissal from the 
band.    
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Discipline 
 

The cornerstone of any good and successful band program is discipline. The guidelines 
in this handbook are to allow students to function at their highest level. When students fail to 
follow these guidelines, consequences must follow. Penalties, including but not restricted to 
missed performances and/or trips.  Extra work, push-ups, running laps, or standing at attention, 
will be imposed according to the severity of the infraction. If a student feels that he/she has been 
unfairly awarded punishment, he/she may discuss the penalties in private with the Director at the 
earliest convenient time, but must not argue the punishment in front of the band. 

Rehearsal Information 

Concepts for quality rehearsals: 
 Work Hard 

 Pay Attention to details 

 Be Involved 

 Respond to Staff 

 Participate with Group 

 Respect Everyone 

 Be Prepared 

 Shhh! – Watch & Listen for the 
DETAILS! 

 Avoid Frustration - Be patient 

 Keep Busy – Work on your own 

 Know Your Job and Responsibilities 

 Be Smart – Don’t rely on others to 
think for you: Make things happen 
on your own! 

 You don’t always need help! 

Practice Attire 
 Black Leotards – Any solid black leotard of your choosing.  We suggest “cool-max” or 

some other breathable material.  You must always wear a racer back sports bra with 
this top.  You may be written up for each offense if you do not, as it would be considered 
a dress code violation.  

 
 Black Soffe Shorts – Worn over black tights.  You will not be required to wear tights 

during the 2 weeks of band camp.  You are required to wear tights to Guard Camp and to 
all other rehearsals. 

 
 “Travel Uniform” – Your Pickens Show Shirt or logo shirt, tucked into your track suit 

pants.  Weather will be the deciding factor on whether or not we wear the jacket as well.  
We will all wear the jacket or no one will wear the jacket.  When the jacket is on, it must 
be zipped up so that the zipper sits directly between your name and the color guard logo.  
If someone forgets a part of their track suit, we will remain in full uniform for the entire 
day.  You must be in your track suit in order to eat! 

 
For Outdoor Rehearsal: 

 Rehearsal Uniform: Black Leotard/Guard Shorts/Black Tights – EVERY REHEARSAL! 

 Tennis shoes with socks (required) 

 Some form of head cover for extreme sun.  No odd and/or dark colors! 

 A Water bottle 
 
For Cold Weather Outdoor Rehearsals: 

 Wear black jazz or fitted cut-off sweat pants when instructed to by the staff. 

 Wear a hoodie when instructed to by staff. 

 Dress in layers to remain warm and comfortable. 

 Have your Pickens Bands Hoodie for those extra cold rehearsals. 

 You will NEVER be allowed to wear your track suit during rehearsal! 
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Rehearsal Items 

Students will need the following at all rehearsals: 

 Some type of water jug 

 Sunscreen & Bug Spray (outdoor rehearsals only) 

 Pencil 

 Any necessary medications in rehearsal bag (i.e. inhalers, Advil, contact solution, etc.) 

 Beach Towel for stretch/dance class 

 Baseball style hat 

 Flag Bag with Equipment 

 Gloves 

 Deoderant 

Job Responsibilities 

Everyone will be assigned a job during the season to help make the unit function more 
efficiently.  These responsibilities will be divided among and assigned to small groups or 
individuals with the guard.  Jobs will be assigned as required and needed.  Jobs may include: 

 First Aid Box 

 Guard Supplies Box 

 Sound System / CD Player 

 Practice Field or Facility Clean-up 

 Uniforms & Shoes 

 Make-up 

Individual Practice  
 In order to make sufficient progress, students are expected to practice at least 10 
minutes per day.  Practice outside of scheduled rehearsals is imperative to the success of our 

program.  Just like with anything else, you’ll have homework occasionally. 

Color Guard Attendance Requirements 

Rehearsals & Performances 
 Attendance is required at all rehearsals.  Remember, participation affects your grade in 

the class! 

 In the event of an unplanned absence, the student must notify the director by calling the 
band office prior to the performance or rehearsal. 

 If a student is too ill to attend a rehearsal/performance, it is his responsibility to notify the 
Director by phone. DO NOT send word by another student. 

 “Early is on-time, on-time is late.” 

 If you are well enough to come to school, you are well enough to be at practice.  If you 
are well enough to be at practice, you are well enough to come to school. 

 Excessive absences may result in your removal from one or more sections of the show.    

 Stretching and conditioning will begin fifteen minutes prior to rehearsal.  Be on time.  Be 
prepared. 

 Appointments should be made on days you do not have practice.  You will not be 
excused for an appointment which is not an emergency.   

 Request for absence because of other events must be presented in writing to the Director 
at least one month prior to the event; the director will determine the validity of the excuse. 

 If you are sick with a cold, come to practice; sit, listen, and watch. 
 If you are sick with the flu, stay home from school and practice.  Sleep, eat soup, and 

drink juice. 
 If you are “sick” with a headache, walk to your bag and take your headache medicine, 

then return to practice. 
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 If you are sick with PMS, take your cramp/pms medicine and return to practice.   
 If you are mentally sick from school, exams, etc…you still practice. 
 There is no excuse for being late to a performance except an act of God.   
 Students may not miss practice or performance to participate in other extracurricular 

activities, help another teacher, etc. 
 Students who miss a performance without an excused absence will fail the class. 

 

Public Conduct 
Manners 
 Members of the Pickens Color Guard are expected to follow certain rules that govern 
behavior and manners.  All team members are expected to address staff members, directors, and 
any other adults with “ma’am” or “sir”.  Team members are to always say “thank you” when 
receiving a critique. 

Moral and Ethical Values 

 Members of this team should be leaders within the school and should set a good 
example at all times.  A member will be dismissed from the team if he/she is caught drinking, 
smoking, using drugs, or participating in “unlady-like” conduct while in uniform or involved in any 
Pickens Band or Color Guard activity.  This includes summer uniforms, practice, jackets, etc.  No 
member is ever to be rude or disrespectful to any adult, staff member, or other team member.  
Laziness and negative attitudes will not be tolerated.  If any of these things become persistent 
problems, a member may be dismissed from the team or removed from one or more portions of 
the show.  Hormones and PMS are never excuses for the mal-treatment of others. 

 

The PHS Guard should: 
 Be a credit to Pickens High School at all times. 

 Be courteous and friendly wherever we travel. 

 Not use profanity while in uniform or at rehearsal. 

 Respect the director(s), staff, officers, chaperones, and fellow team members. 

 Maintain a positive attitude, be encouraging to others, and avoid complaining. 

Football Games/Marching Performances 

1.  Only band members are allowed in the band area in the stands. Band members should not 
have conversations with non-band members while in the stands. 
2.  Color Guard members may not leave the band during the game without permission. 
3.  The guard will stand at attention when entering and leaving the stands. 
4.  The band will be called to attention during the National Anthem at away games, out of respect.  
5.  When the band is playing, all members will participate. 
6. EAT A GOOD MEAL BEFORE THE GAME/CONTEST.  
7. Courtesy and respect will be shown to all visiting bands and their fans. 
8.  Buses are loaded according to seniority.   
9.  Anyone not planning to return to Pickens on the band buses must submit a parent’s written 
request to the Director or head chaperone (Tracy Scruggs) prior to dismissal. All students who 
are not leaving the game via school bus must meet with the head chaperone at the buses with 
their ride before leaving the game. Students will be allowed to ride with a family member only (not 
with a friend, etc.) 
10. Procedures for events other than football games generally follow the same format with regard 
to formations, departure and return, dismissals, bus seating, conduct, etc. 
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School Functions 

 At various times throughout the year, the color guard may be called upon to participate in 
various school functions (pep rallies, recruiting, special events, etc.) 

Parades/Community Events 

 The band traditionally performs in several parades every year. If students have a 
religious conflict with attending any event, their parents should notify the director in writing well in 
advance. Additionally, there may be occasional events in the community where an appearance by 
the band is desired. Advance notice will be given as early as possible. 

Contests and Festivals 

 The band usually participates in several band contests or festivals each year. Plans for 
attending these events are made by the director and are announced well in advance. These 
events include marching competitions, the S.C. Concert Festival, and others. 

Equipment & Props 
 

Each student is responsible for the care and maintenance of his/her equipment.  The 
band program will issue flags, rifles, sabers, and other props to individual students.  Although 
measures are taken to make our rehearsal and storage areas as secure as possible, the school 
assumes no responsibility for equipment that is lost, stolen, or damaged.  While equipment is in 
the possession of a student, that student assumes full responsibility for that piece of equipment.  
Take your own equipment to rehearsal.  Don’t rely on others to do it for you.  Spin your own 
equipment at rehearsal.  Put your own equipment away after rehearsal.  The staff following 
rehearsal will confiscate any equipment left on the field or in the specific rehearsal room.  Abuse 
of the school equipment will result in the forfeiture of the use of said equipment. 

Equipment 

 Care for and properly maintain your equipment. 

 Do not sit on any equipment and/or props. 

 If your practice silks become dirty, it is your responsibility to wash them in cold water.  Do 
not place silks in the dryer, they must be air-dried, or dried on low heat by a hair dryer. 

 Once proper rifle maintenance has been demonstrated, you are responsible for upholding 
that maintenance. 

 You must take your equipment home in order to practice.  Be careful when placing 
equipment in your cars. 

 Love your equipment!  It is your vehicle for expression, just as your instrument or your 
voice is. 

 

Lost Equipment 
If your equipment is lost of stolen, you are held responsible for the cost of the equipment. 

 Flag - $55.00 

 Rifle - $45.00 

 Saber - $150.00 

 Gloves - $15.00 

 Other Assorted Props – Varies by 
season. 
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Equipment & Prop Storage 

 Equipment, floors, props, etc. must be set up and ready to go at the beginning of 
rehearsal time.  If the team is not ready to begin, the time taken from rehearsal to set up 
will be added to the end of that rehearsal.  In the same manner, if the instructor holds the 
guard over (and they were prepared to begin on time) then that time will be given back to 
them at the end of the next rehearsal.   

 Set-up and storage of props and equipment take time, ARRIVE 15 MINUTES EARLY. 

 Store equipment properly. 

 No team members are allowed to leave rehearsal until all equipment, props, and floor(s) 
have been neatly stored and approved by the student leaders. 

 You will be given adequate time to return equipment, floor, and props to their appropriate 
place at the end of the rehearsal. 

Repairs 

Appropriate times to make repairs to your equipment: 
Before & After Rehearsal - On Longer Breaks - Before & After School 

 

NEVER WAIT UNTIL IT’S TIME FOR REHEARSAL TO BEGIN…IT’S TOO LATE! 

Flags 

 Practice Flags stay with you or are stored (in your flag bag) in the guard room. 

 Show flags will be stored at the high school and will not be taken home. 

 Practice Flags and show flags will have your identification. 

 You are responsible for repairs and maintenance on your equipment. 

 If you have questions concerning proper care or maintenance, see staff or Lt. Of 
Operations.  

 If your show flags rip or tear, you must see one of the sewing parents about repair 
immediately following that performance. 

Rifles 

 The Rifles purchased are the 36” Elite 3 with strap.  Rifles have a black bolt, white 
neoprene pads, and a black leather strap.   

 Students are responsible for care and maintenance of their rifles.  

 If you have questions concerning proper care or maintenance, see staff or Captains 

 Broken rifles must be replaced immediately. 

 

Inspection 
 

Each inspection for football games will begin exactly thirty (30) minutes prior to the band call 
times.  This will be known as “Color Guard call time.”  Inspection is held in the assigned area of 
the music wing.  Students will be called to attention at the color guard call time, students who are 
not prepared for inspection or who are not in place at this time will be marked tardy.  Failure of 
inspection will result in the appropriate consequence.  Students may lose the privilege of the third 
quarter break or the student may not be allowed to perform, pending the severity of the offense.  
Consequences for inspection failure will be in effect immediately.  Inspection for contests and 
competitions will be held prior to boarding the bus and/or on the contest site depending on 
distance to the contest, time allowance, and other circumstances.  The following will detail areas 
of inspection to better familiarize parents and students with what is expected for inspection.    
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Hair 

Hair should be kept in a tight bun, built with the aide of a sock placed on the back of the 
head near the base of the skull.  All performers should have their hair parted to the performer’s 
left (males & females).  This bun should resemble one that you would see on any dance or ballet 
ensemble.  Your sock should match your hair color or be as close as possible.  The remaining 
hair should be slicked back with hair gel to prevent “fly-aways”.  No braids, corn rows, unnatural 
colors, etc. are allowed.  Students whose hair is not long enough may purchase a faux bun in the 
appropriate hair color from their stylist or a local beauty supply store.  When creating your bun, 
you should use Invisible hairnets, hair gel, bobby pins, hair spray, and appropriately colored hair 
bands.  Any color hair band outside of white (for blondes), black, or brown (respectively) is not 
appropriate.  You must provide your own hair supplies.  If you cannot do your own hair, 
please arrange in advance to have someone do it for you.  The student is responsible for his/her 
own hair.  Hair for males should be kept short, gelled and styled.  If there is a hairstyle change it 
will be detailed appropriately at rehearsal. 

Make-up 
 
There will be two styles of make up during the fall season.  One we will call “game make-

up” and the other we will call “show make-up”.  “Game make-up” will be much lighter and more 
natural.  Both styles will use the same colors you purchase at the beginning of the season.  A hair 
and make-up class will be taught during camp to help students become familiar with the styles 
and applications.   

The make-up you must purchase will be divided into two categories, “custom” and 
“general.”  The “Custom” category is designed to allow hypoallergenic and other special personal 
modifications.  The “General” category is designed to unify the entire color guard.  Items in the 
“general” category may not be your colors, but they will reflect greatly as a whole and that is the 
goal with costume make-up.  Remember in selecting your “custom” colors that the center of our 
color palette is a magenta based color called “Sangria” or “Raspberry.” This means bases 
containing lots of yellow will make students look sick when standing near a uniformed band 
member.   

We’re going for a very classy look that will be visible from the press box while students 
are performing on the field.  Yes, they will be wearing a TON of make-up.  We will do our best to 
select inexpensive brands, but we also select brands that are previously color guard tested.  Most 
of the make up is carried over from season to season.  We will change eye shadows every 
season, and lipsticks may change occasionally, other wise plan to hang on to what you’ve 
purchased to use again, and again, and again.  There is no make-up requirement for males.   
 
 
 
 
Make-up Custom to individuals: 

 Black, WATER PROOF extending or triple black Mascara (and we mean DARK BLACK) 
not soft black or quiet black.  If you can’t wear mascara, then you should wear fake black 
eyelashes.  

 You’ll need your base and powder.  You should wear enough to cover any acne or 
blemishes you may have. 

 Magenta Blush – (Max Factor Satin Blush “Plumberry” is perfect) 
 An Eyelash Curler. 
 Eyebrow Pencil – Match a shade darker than your hair color. For blondes or light haired 

students - Use a color a few shades darker than your natural hair color.   
 Deep Black or Dark Black Eye Liner Pencil, self-sharpening or have a sharpener with you 

at all times.  No soft tipped pencils – they smudge when sweating! 
 Fake Black Eyelashes & glue – plenty for the whole season! 
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General Make-up: (Everyone should have the SAME colors.) 
 Lipstick 
 Eye shadow(s) 

It’s a good idea to keep your guard make-up in a separate make-up bag! 

How to Apply Your Show Make-up 

Base & Foundation 

Base or foundation is used to give your face an even look.  There are as many different colors as 
there are colors of skin. However, it is sometimes hard to find just the right one for you. You can 
always take two foundations and mix them until you get the shade you are looking for.  Make sure 
you find base that does not sweat off.  You need to find the right base for your skin type.  
Concealer usually works great as it lasts longer. Just be careful that it is only a couple of shades 
lighter than your skin tone.  Use powder to keep your skin from looking oily! 

Blush & Cheeks 

Contouring your cheeks is very important. The color you use is as well.  It is best to use a color 
that compliments your skin tones. Below are some tips to consider: 
 

 Try to find the right brush. If your brush is to big, you can squish it with your fingers to 
choose how it will apply the powder. Shake/tap the brush before you apply. 

 Blend your blush to make it look natural! 

 The smaller the arena, the more blended the color should be. 

 The color should go from darkest to almost nothing starting at your ear to your nose. Just 
under your cheekbone, by your ear, the darker it is, the more "hollow" your cheeks will 
look. You will be surprised how it works. 

 If you put too much on, try going over it with your face powder. 

 Technically your blush should go UNDER your cheekbones (feel your face and find 
them). The whole reason we wear makeup is to make our bone structure stand out. 

 Don't smear the powder with your fingers.  Use a makeup sponge or brush.  You can get 
a bunch of them from the dollar store. 

 Blush also works good to break up the planes of your forehead and your nose. If you look 
at model's pictures, you will notice shadows on the sides of the nose. You can change 
the look of your nose on camera, but in person it is not as easy. You can play with this to 
find what works for you. 

 A bit of blush on your temples will make your cheekbones stand out more. 

Lips 

Lips are very important for your performance. They can show your emotions combined with your 
eyes. Below are some tips that you may find helpful: 
 

 Apply lip liner first. Do not draw on the outside of your lip line unless you want your lips to 
look larger than they are. Start at the center of the lip and draw outwards.  

 Use a shade of lip liner that is about 3 shades darker than your lipstick. For large 
performance arenas, you may even use black or brown. It will give you that extra 
outlining that you need for larger viewing distances.  

 Frosty colors don't really work for long distance viewing. Your lips basically need to be a 
bit darker so the audience can see the difference of color from your skin color on your 
face.  

 If you put a bit of face powder or foundation/base on your lips before you apply your 
lipstick, it will help your lipstick to last longer. For even more lasting power, you can use 
one more application of powder on top, then you can use a Chap Stick or lip-gloss. Be 
sure to blot and get that smear off of those pearly whites!!!!  
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Eyes 

Fashion trends come and go. But for performing, the main idea is for the audience to be able to 
see your eyes. They are of course the windows to who you are. One concept is that the almond 
shape is the desired shape for the eye; however, our eyes don't always conform to what the 
current standard of beauty is. Be glad...we all don't want to look the same! There are some tricks 
that you can do, while using the below hints, to make your eyes more of the almond look. Thank 
goodness for make-up, right? 
 

 Place Mascara on both eyelids! 
 
Eye Liner: 

 Don't stretch your eyes as you apply. Start in the middle of your eye and work outwards.  
If you close the edges of your eyes with your lines, your eyes will look smaller from a 
distance. Try leaving just a bit open in the inside corner. You can even put a bit of white 
there and that will "open your eyes" quite a bit. 

 If you make a mistake, don't smear it off. Use a Q-tip that is moistened with some lotion. 
(Spit works sometimes too.)  

 To get the correct angle from the end of the eye out, try laying your pencil from your 
nostril to the outer edge of your eye. With the edge of the pencil angled from the nose to 
the outside of the eye, you get 

 Create a 45-degree fish tail with your eyeliner extending from the top of the eyelid.  You 
can lay down the edge of the pencil while holding the 45-degree and make a dot with the 
tip of the pencil. Then just follow from the outer edge of your eye and you've got it. 

 If you want extra big eyes, try applying a small white line just below the line on lower 
eyelid. 

 
Eye Shadow: 

 If you apply a bit of face powder first, your shadow will tend to last a bit longer.   

 The silver color goes closest to the eyebrow; the blue color goes in the crease.  Use your 
fingertips to apply the silver on the brow only.  Apply the surfer girl on the lid with a 
moistened applicator. 

 
Eye Brows: 

 The eyebrows are important to defining your eyes from a distance.  

 You want to try to make a slight arch with the highest point just on the outside of your iris 
of your eye (when you are looking forward). 

Fingernails 
 Fingernails should be worn short (approximately 1/16 of one inch).  Students should not 
wear any colored nail polish.  Clear polish is fine, however polish with glitter or iridescence is 
inappropriate.  Toenails will not be inspected unless there is a barefoot performance.  Barefoot 
performances should only apply to the Winter Guard and Dance performances. 

Earrings 

 No earrings are allowed when in uniform unless provided by the band program, for 
performances in the show uniform.  Place band-aids over navel piercings, etc.  If you have new 
peircings, use the clear place holders available at accessory type stores. 
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Uniforms 

 
Uniforms should be washed and wrinkle free.  School owned uniforms will be kept at 

school.  Personal uniforms should be washed at home.  The uniforms are a source of pride and 
dignity. When you appear in uniform you are a representative of Pickens High School, and your 
actions credit or discredit to you, your parents, the band, the school, and our community. Wear 
them properly, and act appropriately. Have a sense of pride in storing your uniform.  Uniforms 
must be hung properly on a hanger and placed into the appropriate bag on the appropriate rack.  
Uniforms not properly stored will result in disciplinary action.   

Summer Uniform 

 This uniform will be worn at hot-weather performances. The uniform consists of the pep 
costume with tan dance boots and tights.  

Wind Suit 

 When students are wearing the wind suit, the wind suit jacket should be zipped ¾ of the 
way up.  The wind suit may be worn over other uniforms.  Students may also use the jacket from 
the suit at specified times.  Students will need the wind suit at all performances and public 
appearances.  It will be the discretion of the director(s) whether or not the ensemble will wear 
them.  We would rather be comfortable in cooler weather, than to have left them at home.  We will 
all wear hoods or no one will wear hoods, remember this is a classy team and with that comes 
the responsibility to uphold that level of class.  

Socks, Hose, & Stockings 
 ABSOLUETLY NO SOCKS!  Wear skin toned footies without designs instead. Panty 
hose or Body Stockings may be a part of your student’s uniform if your student wears a uniform 
where their legs or some part of their legs may show.  In the event that hose, and not a body 
stocking is required, students should wear panty hose that are colored close to their skin tone and 
that have some sheen to them for show.  The sheen is usually caused by nylon.  For example, 
Sheer Energy Panty Hose would be appropriate.  Avoid hose or stockings that have designs or 
that make your child look like they have wooden legs.  There is no panty hose requirement for 
males. 
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Fees, Required Items, & Fundraising 

Fees 

There is a Band Camp fee.  This fee is assessed to all Pickens High School Marching 
Band and Color Guard members.  This fee defrays the cost of production of the marching band 
show.  In addition, parents of visual ensemble members agree to all financial commitments 
required by membership of the color guard.  This may include, but is not limited to dance shoes, 
make-up, wind suit, and camp fees.  The Band Camp fee is non-refundable! 

Winter Guard fees may vary by season and the travel plans for that particular unit.  
Parents should expect an additional winter guard fee, especially if your child’s unit has special or 
specific plans for that season.  Units not attending championships may be less, while units 
traveling out of state to national contests may require more.  The winter fees defray the cost of 
production and travel expenses for the winter guards. Please consult the Pickens Bands 
Handbook for specific information regarding fees.  

 

Required Items 
Certain items are required as a member of the color guard team.  Most of these items are 

available through the band program and a form will be sent home detailing prices, etc. In the past, 
this has typically meant a unitard, rehearsal uniforms, dance shoes, make-up, athletic bag, wind 
suit, polo shirt, equipment bag, and body stocking.  Optional items are gloves, hoodies, shoe 
bags, etc.  Make-up and any hairpieces will be the responsibility of the individual to provide.  
Wind suits and athletic bags are embroidered with the band logo and member’s name.  Two pair 
of dance shoes (one for practice, one for show) are recommended, but not required.  It is also a 
good idea to buy more than the required rehearsal uniforms since we wear then so often.  If a 
student quits or is dismissed from the band and/or color guard program we request that they no 
longer wear band and/or color guard logo apparel. 
 

Fundraising 
Students are required to raise money to pay for the band’s expenses (travel, equipment, 

repairs, music, etc.) A series of fund-raisers will be held throughout the year. Students will have a 
FAIR SHARE goal, which is the minimum each student is expected to sell at each fund-raiser.  

All fund-raising projects must be presented to and approved by the band director at least one 
month prior to the event. For further clarification of fundraising aspects, please consult the 
Directors or the Band Booster Ways-and-Means Committee. 

Booster Club 
Parents are asked to support the band by joining the Pickens Band Boosters. The boosters 

spearhead the raising of additional funds for the band, and provide critical logistical support to 
help the students be successful in their endeavors. 

 

Band & Guard Camp 
 

Yes, your students will get a workout.  Be prepared for running laps, pushups, situps, and 
more pushups.  Our advice here is to dress comfortably and bring LOTS of water.  During band 
camp we rehearse 8:30AM – 6:30 PM IN THE SUN!  We spend this time learning all parts of the 
show; music, choreography, and staging.  We will log many hours in the heat.  Students should 
wear sunscreen, sunglasses, caps, and comfortable broken-in tennis shoes.  Members should be 
wary of tan lines that will show all fall when they are dressed in uniform.  Students should also 
bring a marked water container and a towel to warm-up on.  Attendance at camp is required of all 
members.  Schedule your vacations around band camp and guard camp.  Students who miss 
guard and/or band camp should not expect a spot in the show. 
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Initiations 
 

There will be absolutely NO initiation of any kind for freshmen or new band members 
under any circumstances. 

 

Student Performance 
 

Occasionally, students may fail to meet a minimum performance standard, either playing 
or marching. If, in the Director’s judgment, the performance of this individual is significantly and 
noticeably lower than the average performance level of the group, the Director reserves the right 
to suspend the student from performing until such time as he may reach the performance 
standard of the band. This action may occur at any time in the course of the school year. 

 

Alternating Performers 
 

As in any program, a reserve string of players or performers are needed to keep things 
working properly.  Especially during the fall, alternates are crucial.  This is necessary to fill holes 
in the show as they occur.  Alternating performers are regular members and will travel with the 
band in uniform to all performances. Alternating performers will perform in all pre-game shows 
and parades; every effort will be made to allow the cadets to march in half-time shows and 
contests. If another member fails to meet his responsibilities, alternating performers may replace 
him or her temporarily or permanently. It is important for alternating performers to have good 
knowledge of the marching drill and music, as he or she may be asked to fill a hole on short 
notice. 

There are only a given number of performing spots available, usually around 90% of the 
team.  The remaining 10% will be designated as alternating performers.  At some point following 
the auditions, usually near the end of guard camp, some students may be designated as 
alternating performers.  From the beginning of the audition process, the students are monitored 
for progress, attitude, and performance.  All of theses factors are important in selecting students 
for spots and alternates.  Students assigned to alternate status remain so until further notice.  
Students may work their way into and out of alternate status at any time during the season, 
earning a spot in the entire show or a spot in certain segments.  Students who fail to progress 
may be written out of the show entirely.  Writing a student out of the show does not specifically 
mean the student has been removed from the team. 
 

Student Leadership 
 

It is always best to lead by example.  Leadership does not mean control and never will be 
about power.  We all lead and follow in different ways.  Learn from each other, we all have 
something to give and it will make us a stronger team.  We all have different jobs and 
responsibilities.  That does not mean that any one group or person is more important than 
anyone else.  Remember, whatever we do, we do it as a team and we do our best.  There is 
nothing better than accomplishing something as a team.  

Being an officer does not grant special privileges to those students. It does demand that 
a student demonstrate an exceptional attitude towards band, assume the responsibility of 
assisting others, and contribute more than is expected of other band members. Student leaders 
and positions may be changed at any time by the discretion of the Director.  

The student leadership will be responsible for facilitating the efficiency of all rehearsals. 
The student leadership may be asked to teach drill, conduct part of a rehearsal, or warm-up the 
ensemble. For this reason, not only do they need to be outstanding spinners and dancers, they 
need to be outstanding teachers. Leadership applicants should have the necessary self-
confidence and leadership qualities to function in these situations. Leadership members will be 
expected to be leaders the entire year. 
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Candidates for Student leadership must complete the following: 
 Have been a member of the previous fall and winter seasons. 

 Be a rising sophomore, junior or senior at PHS. 

 March both fall and winter seasons. 

 Signed Contract for the following school year. 

 Candidates must complete an essay explaining why they want to be leadership members and 
what and why, if anything, they would change about the way things are run if you were a 
leadership member. 

 Candidates must complete a professional interview with the director and guard staff to discuss 
their essay and ideas about the position and responsibilities of a student leader.  
 

Students and parents should understand before entering this process that due to the 
close working relationship that must exist and the amount of trust that the directors and staff will 
place in the hands of the leadership members, the band director will make the final decision 
concerning leadership members. This decision is final. 

Leadership Responsibilities 
 

Much of the success of a fine visual ensemble can usually be traced to the abilities of the 
various leaders. These people must "take charge", provide leadership, be an example, and give 
direction. They serve as inspectors, teachers, and drillmasters. The following is a list of some of 
their duties and responsibilities: 

 
1. Lead by example: 

a. Provide example and insist on quiet in the ensemble at all times. 
b. Provide example of proper attitude/pride for the ensemble at all times. 
c. Be the most energetic member of your section at all times. 
d. Set example and be very careful not to use improper language. Every member of 

your section deserves respect. Do not talk down to anyone. 
e. Do your best and strive for improvement from yourself and your section. 

2. Start rehearsal on time: 
a. Be responsible for have the floor & sound system ready or whatever necessary 

to begin rehearsal at quarter ‘til. 
b. Begin stretch and running at quarter ‘til with or without the presence of the 

director.   
3. Assist in maintaining discipline in the ensemble at all times. 
4. Provide example and encouragement to the new members experiencing difficulties in 

spinning and dancing. Assist them outside rehearsal as needed. 
5. Check your section daily for proper equipment, dot book, towel, etc. 
6. Leaders will be responsible for inspection of their section prior to any public performance. 

This should be done in time to point out deficiencies and section standards. 
7. Leaders are responsible for storage and maintenance of uniforms, props, and equipment. 
8. Assist the Director in taking inventory. 
9. Oversee loading crew. 
10. Make sure that all jobs/responsibilities have been taken care of and check behind your 

teammates. 
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Captain(s) 
The Captain is the chief executive office of the student leadership program. The office is 

mainly concerned with the leadership within the ensemble. Not only should this person be a 
strong spinner, dancer, and leader, but must be ready at any time to represent the visual 
ensemble in all public situations. Among his or her many duties is to insure that the team carries 
out their assigned duties. The Captain will insure that other leaders and students are carrying out 
their responsibilities to the group.  The efficiency of the ensemble and proper rehearsal attire are 
among the captain’s highest priorities.  Uniforms, the guardroom, and other responsibilities will be 
assigned to individuals.  Helping team members to better understand their choreography during 
breaks or outside of rehearsal is also an important role of the captain.  Tenure of service for each 
office is subject to proper fulfillment of requirements as stated above, in addition to fulfillment of 
duties required of all band members. 

Lt. of Operations 
 The Lieutenant of Operations is the Color Guard Manager. The office is mainly 
concerned with maintenance and upkeep of all Color Guard equipment. An important role of this 
office will be training members how to properly maintain equipment as well as assisting Color 
Guard staff with equipment needs and prop crew in loading/unloading of equipment.  
 

Parents 
 

Parents are a very important factor in the color guard team.  Parents are encouraged to 
attend meetings and get as involved as theirs schedules will allow.  Being active participants will 
help parents understand the demands of the program more fully.  The Band and color guard 
cannot be successful without supportive, enthusiastic, and positive parents.  There are many 
important roles that parents fill in our organization.  Among those are Chaperones, Sewing 
Committee, Hospitality, Spirit, Props, Floor Crew, etc.  Please don’t wait to get involved…you’ll be 
missing a great part of this activity.  The band booster organization can be a significant addition to 
your family. 

Parents are reminded that the director is ultimately responsible for the group, and 
therefore, must make all decisions.  Parents can use this activity to help teach their children many 
important life lessons.  It is suggested that parents allow their children to make mistakes, take 
their consequences, and learn from those experiences.  If a parent is constantly coming to the 
rescue, nothing will be learned.  Parents should not interrupt a rehearsal except in the case of an 
emergency.  Please make sure that your child is doing their jobs at home, as well as school.  If 
your child does complain, please make sure you are getting the WHOLE truth and the WHOLE 
story.  Please don’t be afraid to communicate with the staff.  We are here to help each other.   

Parents are encouraged to attend as many competitions as possible and to wear school 
colors.  Be supportive and enthusiastic for Pickens’ performance, but also remember to applaud 
the other competitors.  Every child who has the courage to be involved and to compete for its 
school deserves to be applauded.   
 Parents must take an active role in getting their students to events on time. In the end, 
however, IT IS EACH STUDENTS RESPONSIBILITY TO INSURE THAT HE/SHE IS PROMPT 
AND PREPARED. Parents are asked to be waiting for their child at the school at the time 
specified by the director. Do not wait for the student to call home from the band room. It is not fair 
for the student and band staff to wait for parents to pick up their child. The band will sometimes 
arrive late, thank you for waiting for your child. This is the age-old duty of band parents! 
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Helpful Hints for Parents 
 Make your student responsible for being prepared.  The first time they forget something 

should be the last!  They learn to be resourceful when they have to be. 

 Keep an extra fingernail clippers and needle and thread in your purse just in case! 

 At the end of each practice, there are usually announcements – listen up.  This is your 
best chance to find out who, what, where, and when. 

 Network – This is how to meet each other.  It is also one of the best ways to get helpful 
hints on band parenting from others, like carpooling to competitions. 

 Be prepared to Cheer! The kids love it when they hear their own cheering section. 

 Keep uniform parts (gloves, hose, make-up) together in a large zip lock bag.  That way 
you won’t have to hunt for them each time they are needed. 

 

Terms & Phrases 

 “Practice is at 4 o’clock.”  If you’re early you’re on time, if you’re on time, you’re late.  
Conditioning and warm-ups begin at a quarter ‘till.  Your student will have many things to 
do before practice begins.  There are no excuses for tardiness.   

 Color Guard Call Time:  The time prior to a performance when inspection is held.   

 “Face on the box.”  This is an early step in performing.  As we begin performing our 
show, we want our students to sell it to the crowd and to the judges. 

 “Sell it! Sell it SELL IT!”  This is performing.  When students not only achieve their drill 
and choreography, but also have the performance face to engage the audience in the 
performance. 

 “The band received an excellent rating” Excellent is not the best.  Each band is striving 
for a superior rating. 

 

Etiquette Guidelines For SCBDA Events 

1.  Disrespect and unacceptable behavior will not be tolerated at SCBDA events.  
2.  Parents need to understand they are positive role models. 
3.  Courtesy is expected during all band performances.  
4.  Rudeness (i.e. booing, heckling) will not be tolerated.   
5.  Bands should be chaperoned in the visitor stands after performing.  
6.  Distracting noise (noisemakers, yelling, cat-calls, air horns) is not acceptable during any part 
of a bands performance.  
7.  Applause, cheering, standing ovations are expected and appreciated forms of recognition for 
all bands.  
8.  Comments about other bands should always be positive.  

 
WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE. 

Note on Parent Conduct 
 As adults, it is our responsibility to set a good example for students. The behavior we 
model while at band functions must be mature and not negative in nature. It is imperative that all 
adults behave in a manner that reflects credit on our band, school and community. This applies 
not only to public events such as football games or contests, but to all band functions, i.e., 
practices, performances, meetings, etc.  
 The school district has entrusted the directors with the care of the band. By signing the 
handbook form, parents are entrusting the directors with their student while he or she is with the 
band. It is crucial that parents respect the authority of the directors, staff and chaperones to make 
decisions regarding their student while at band events. If a parent questions or disagrees with a 
decision, they should refrain from discussing this with the directors until a private conference can 
be arranged. Disagreements must be handled privately, in a civil manner. No controversial or 
sensitive matters should be discussed in public, especially not in the presence of students. No 
confrontational behavior by anyone will be tolerated under any circumstances. It is the parents’ 
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responsibility to be familiar with band policy and rules as stated in the handbook to avoid 
unnecessary disputes. 

If parents have questions or concerns about the treatment of their child, they are free to 
discuss these with the directors. However, these discussions will not occur at a time or place, 
which will interfere with the operation of the band. It is also inappropriate to wait for the staff at the 
end of rehearsal or their cars.  You may meet them at the Band Office.  Please call the band 
room to set up a conference. Further, any uncivilized, abusive, or confrontational behavior will not 
be tolerated. Any conference with staff members will include the presence of the band director. 
 

 

 

ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, AND DRUG POLICY 
 

Possession, distribution, and/ or consumption of alcohol, tobacco, or illegal drugs will not 
be permitted. Any violation of this policy will result in disciplinary action, which may include 
dismissal from the band. If the Director has reason to believe that a student is in violation of this 
policy, the student will be sent home immediately and his parents, and the school will be notified. 
Students may take medicine prescribed by a doctor, but must bring a note and give the medicine 
to a designated chaperone until it is needed. Students may not have possession of or take over-
the-counter medicines, except in accordance with district policy. 
 

Failure to sign and return the Pickens High School Color Guard Hand Book will result in 
your removal from the program. 

 
 
 


